Developed to reduce the turnaround time
from washing to use, the Airack can dry
up to 30 pint glasses in just 4 minutes...
FAST GLASS ROTATION
The Airack can dry up to 30 pint glasses in as little as 4 minutes!
Do away with tea towels and paper towels and simply place the
glass basket onto the Airack and let it work its magic.

EASY TO USE & INSTALL
The Airack only has one control, the hand turned timer.
Remove the glass basket from the glasswasher, place onto the
Airack and set the timer to your desired drying time...Simple!

STANDARD BASKET SIZE
The Airack can accommodate a glass basket measuring up to
50cm sq, which means they can be used with baskets from the
smallest to the largest under-counter glasswasher.

AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES
The Airack comes in three different sizes, to suit all glasswasher
basket types. The Airack Lite 40 (40cm sq basket), Airack Lite
45 (45cm sq basket) and the Airack Lite 50 (50cm sq basket).
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Specification and Prices

Model:

Airack Lite 40

Airack Lite 45

Airack Lite 50

Dimensions (mm):

W460 x H195 x D465

W510 x H195 x D515

W560 x H195 x D565

Basket / Rack Size:

400mm sq

450mm sq

500mm sq

Basket / Rack Capacity:

Up to 18 Pint Glasses

Up to 24 Pint Glasses

Up to 30 Pint Glasses

Basket / Racks Per Hour:

Up to 15

Up to 15

Up to 15

Price:

£380* + VAT

£380* + VAT

£380* + VAT

Airack Stand
From only £240

*Price does not include basket, glasses or delivery

n The ONLY Airack Stand on
the market with drip trays that
can be removed independently
from the glass baskets above
n Allows storage of glasses
up to 260mm in height
n Static feet or mobile castors
n Durable stainless steel

PROFESSIONAL GLASS DRYERS
FOR PUBS, BARS AND RESTAURANTS
If you’re looking for the best commercial glass drying solution, then
the Airack is the ideal choice. If you have any questions or would like
any further information on our range of glass dryers, then feel free
to give us a call on 01785 247 267, and we’ll be happy to help.
We’re committed to providing our customers with the best quality
products and an unbeatable level of customer service, including a
1-year parts and labour warranty on all our Airack glass dryers.
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